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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like FAFSA applications!

A nice break for Carny!

I Love Reading!

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.55)
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Dear readers: I like reading. Actually
I love reading. I love reading all the
books. Gibson, Tolkien, Lewis, Lovecraft, I love them all. Every book is
a treasure trove of knowledge. A
motion picture where the actors are
your imagination. Where the special
effects is anything you wish. I love
books. That being said, I know people who would rather eat chalk-dust
off of a unwashed chalkboard than
read for pleasure. I didn’t know how
these people could survive. That is,
until I had mandatory reading.
See, I am one of those lucky people
that have really never had assigned
reading that I hated. All the reading
that I have been required to read
previously was normally quite enjoyable. But now I know. I am required
to read this book called ‘Everything

is Miscellaneous’. Within 3 chapters,
I am so bored that I stab myself with
a fork to distract from the crushing
boredom. Who cares?! Who cares
about the alphabet?! I DON’T!
I now feel your pain, people who
hate reading. I now know that it
feels like trying to push a refrigerator
through a brick wall...with my brain.
I re-read the same page 7 times
because the haze of ‘I don’t care’
makes it impossible to read the content. It’s a sad day when, while ‘reading’ the book, I am thinking about
what I am making for dinner or what
an actor’s name is.
Have you ever had someone ask you
out and you go out to dinner and
it goes HORRIBLY? Half-way through
the dinner you want to tell them to
...see Words are hard on back
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Professors Escape from Habitats
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

All across campus, departments are missing professors. It seems they
have become unsettled within their natural habitats of academia and
have been slowly attempting to blend into the less natural world
around them. Their keepers, Dr. Mroz, has sent out an email to all
students and staff alike:
To whom it may concern,
Our rare and prized professors have been escaping the wonder that
is the fine institute of Michigan Tech. There had been some unrest
within their ranks the last few weeks about the poor weather conditions (lack of snow, lack of blustery winds, etc) and it seems they are
spreading north towards Canada. Some have gotten lost along the
way (the more eccentric ones), and have taken residence within local
stores and restaurants. Do not be alarmed. Treat them as you would
any other person, and then kindly report the sighting to Public Safety.
Our professors are a valued part of the University, and without them
we would have nothing. Please keep your eyes open.
Local grocer Jim of Jim’s Food Mart said he had what must have been
...see Prof Escape! on back
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No! We cannot let the professors escape. They lack the skills to function in the real
world! Though this man might become chairman of the board...
...from Prof Escape! on front

a mechanical engineering professor taking residence within his
freezer. “He was just mumbling
about how the motor could be
running more efficiently, and if
he just tinkered with it a bit everything would be okay. He was
starting to scare off customers
when he would yell about their
poor choice of beers. I chased
him out with a broom and
haven’t seen ‘im since.”
Pizza Hut shift manager and student, Evald, seems to be the
most frequent in calling Public
Safety about professor sightings.
“Y’know, they just seem to be in
here every other day, picking up
pizzas and trying to teach our
employees random stuff about
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chemistry, engineering and even
one odd-ball who went on and
on about anatomy. I just smile
and nod and hope they don’t
come back.
As to why they keep coming
here? We employ a lot of students, so we’re thinking they
pick up the smell of the student’s
stress and are kinda gravitated towards it, ya know?” Some of the
professors spotted at this pizza
parlor have been Carl Blair, Dr.
Weidman, the head of the ChemEng department and a physical
chemistry lab advisor.
Reports as far as the University
of Alaska-Anchorage have been
coming in, informing Tech of the
location of their stray professors.
“At this rate,” Mroz said, “we’re
going to have to call the semester done and give all students the
current grades they’ve earned
within the first month of classes.
It’s the only fair way.”
Graduating seniors are enraged,
and have been threatening to
“BURN ALL THE FUCKING BUILDINGS” if they don’t earn their degrees and get stuck for another
semester, or possibly another full
year. They have been organizing
highly intricate rescue parties to
find their missing professors, return them safely to their offices,
barely pass some of their classes
and graduate on time.

...from Words are hard on front

stop talking with their mouth full, don’t burp at the table, and stop acting
like a slovenly creature and more like a human? That feeling of ‘I wish I was
anywhere but here’ fills me every single second I am reading that book. Every.
Second.
So to people that hate reading, I apologize. The school system has failed
you. It has destroyed something that should be cherished. In your recovery,
should you choose to partake in it, I suggest reading the complete Harry
Potter series, to find out how good reading feels; the Twilight series, so you
can put all horrible reading to a standard of horribleness; and The Gunslinger
series, so you know what it feels like to get so engrossed in book that time
flies, do ye kin’nt?

